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Are You DevOps Complete?
How automating data delivery fills a gap in your DevOps workflows
“The big aren’t eating the small—the fast are eating the slow.” The now familiar refrain does well to

“Automating data
delivery [is] the key to
implementing a truly
complete software
development toolchain
and, ultimately,
realizing the promise
of DevOps.”

capture today’s attitude about application-driven innovation: Transformation must happen now.
And with the growing understanding that application release speed has a direct relationship with
revenue, businesses across all industries are embracing DevOps as a guiding philosophy for fast
application development. They’ve constructed toolchains that integrate everything from
codebase versioning to configuration management, with software pipelines automating the
provisioning, configuration, and deployment of infrastructure and code in mere minutes. The
goal? A state of continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) in which build/test cycles
can be shortened so that high-quality releases are quickly delivered to the business.
Organizations see CI/CD as a means to achieving key objectives of a DevOps practice.
Unfortunately, many teams base their initiatives on CI/CD pipelines that insufficiently address one
of the most important elements in the software development lifecycle—data. Operations teams
might be able to provision a new application environment in three minutes, but the data might not
be there for three weeks. This makes automating data delivery the key to implementing a truly
complete software development toolchain and, ultimately, realizing the promise of DevOps.

What is CI/CD?
In a CI/CD pipeline, development changes are merged into a common repository, then packaged
into a software build that is automatically tested. Instead of creating features in isolation and
submitting them at the end of an extended development cycle, individual developers contribute
code several times a day on any given day. Continuously integrating changes positions teams to
reduce integration costs by testing software earlier and more frequently than they would using
more traditional methodologies.
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“Continuously
integrating changes
positions teams to
reduce integration
costs by testing
software earlier and
more frequently and
than they would using
more traditional
methodologies.”

Traditional Development Methodologies

Applications are developed in large units
across a small number of development cycles

Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery
Applications are developed in small
units across a large number of iterative
development cycles

Testing occurs as an extended, discrete

Developers create and perform tests

phase within the SDLC after a significant

throughout the SDLC, even during very early

amount of code has been developed

stages of development

Code changes are merged infrequently: large,

Changes are frequently merged with existing

complex integration efforts occur a small number

codebase: developers commit code daily or

of times before an application is released

multiple times per day

Deploying new releases to production

Deploying new releases requires a high level

requires navigation of manual processes and

of investment in automation, orchestration,

approval workflows

collaboration, and monitoring tooling

TABLE 1 Traditional Development Methodologies vs. CI/CD

When changes are committed to a codebase, a central deployment pipeline creates a new
software build and then subjects that build to a progressive set of tests. As the build advances
through various stages of the pipeline it may fail a critical test, in which case its progression
halts and an alert is issued. Otherwise, successive test passes result in promotion to the next
stage of the pipeline, eventually reaching a point where the software is deemed ready for
deployment to the production environment.

The Data Gap in the DevOps Toolchain
The hallmark of a fully mature CI/CD process is a codebase that is always deployable.
Achieving this level of readiness, however, requires a toolchain that can swiftly coordinate
a diverse set of SDLC elements—including infrastructure, code, and data—and do this
across every stage of the pipeline.
Automation

• Self service environment creation
• Continuous integration, release delivery

Virtualization

• Virtualized runtime environment
• Instantiate base system image

Orchestration

• Connect services across systems
• Dynamic scaling

Key Questions
How long does it take to
provision test data?

Monitoring

• Find and correct problems
• Analyze and tune performance

Data

• Provision/refresh test data
• Secure dev/test environments

How do you eliminate sensitive
data values in non-prod?

?

How do you ensure you test
against high-quality data?

FIGURE 1 DevOps toolchain components with example solutions
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Moreover, the toolchain needs to orchestrate these elements in a way that creates a highfidelity testing environment—one that closely resembles the production environment in all
its aspects. Predictability of actual release behavior in production is markedly higher when
it has been tested and validated against conditions that the deployed software is likely to
encounter in a live setting.
MANUAL DATA PROVISIONING IN AN AUTOMATED WORLD
While speed and automation have propagated to many parts of the SDLC, data has eluded
the reach of most teams’ toolchains. Containerization solutions, cloud-based infrastructure,
and other modern tooling enables teams to stand up lightweight application instances with
consistent configurations, using minimal hardware, and requiring little to no operations time.
Provisioning test data—particularly a full and faithful copy of the production database
underlying an application—is a far slower and more manual task. DevOps teams are
constrained by the slow, inefficient process of extracting, copying, and moving data from
production systems to dev/test environments, a process that may take place within the
context of a request-fulfill model coordinated through IT service tickets. This is particularly
true in complex enterprise environments experiencing high rates of data growth across
heterogeneous data sources, where the time it takes to provision a new data environment
often extends to over a week.
Average time to provision a data environment
Less than a day
More than a week

5%

14%

17%
6 - 7 days

1 - 3 days

17%
4 - 5 days

47%

FIGURE 2 Average data provisioning time at enterprise companies. 1

Difficulty provisioning test data at the tempo demanded by today’s CI/CD pipelines often
leads teams to resort to workarounds that force a tradeoff between provisioning speed
and the quality of the test data.
Data Provisioning Speed

Data
Quality

Low Speed

High Speed

High Quality

Full Production Data Copies

?

Low Quality

Subsetted Data

Synthetic Data

FIGURE 3 Choice of test data solution impacts both speed and quality
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Instead of waiting for full copies of production data to be delivered, teams might use
synthetic data that is handcrafted or generated by a tool. Synthetic datasets can sometimes
be generated in a short amount of time but the resulting test data may fail to accurately
mimic production, causing QA teams to miss coverage of edge or corner case scenarios.
Using subsets of production data—while perhaps alleviating concerns about storage
consumption—presents a similar data quality challenge and can actually add more time
to the to the data provisioning process. In short, many DevOps teams lack a solution for
quickly and automatically provisioning test data while also satisfying the need for testing
in a production-like setting.
A SHIFT IN SOFTWARE PIPELINE CONSTRAINTS
The slowness and rigidity of data makes it the gating factor for many teams seeking to
implement effective CI/CD initiatives within their enterprise. New tools and techniques
have emerged for efficiently orchestrating other elements in the SDLC, shifting the primary
constraint in the pipeline to data, specifically the provisioning of high-quality test data.
Recent research finds that teams adopting automation to spin up compute, storage, and
networking resources cut infrastructure provisioning times from weeks or days down to
hours if not minutes.2 Contrast this with the test data space where average provisioning
times stubbornly remain in the range of multiple days to multiple weeks.
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“In other words,
DevOps teams that
neglect data are at risk
of creating the illusion
of speed, rather than
speed itself.”

FIGURE 4 Data provisioning speed creates a bottleneck in SDLC pipelines

As organizations implement solutions to accelerate infrastructure delivery, configuration
management, or other critical DevOps activities, they reach a tipping point where the glacial
pace of data delivery becomes the rate limiting step. Teams that have reached this point,
though, waste time continuing to optimize other elements of the pipeline when they should
be focused on the test data that ultimately caps release velocity. In other words, DevOps
teams that neglect data are at risk of creating the illusion of speed, rather than speed itself.
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Key Requirements When Solving for Automated Data
Provisioning in CI/CD
For many DevOps-oriented development organizations, focusing on data will yield the
highest return on process improvements and new technology adoption. Specifically, teams
need to first isolate the key data activities that frequently add friction to CI/CD pipelines.
Then, injecting speed into those activities while bringing them under the larger DevOps
orchestration umbrella can form the basis of an effective strategy for accelerating releases.
Some of the most important data-related activities include:
• Gathering production data: Non-disruptively collecting data from a production
environment in preparation for provisioning it.
• Securing sensitive information in data: Protecting sensitive data values to meet compliance
requirements while maintaining the integrity of the data so that it remains a functional but
secure substitute for production data.
• Provisioning data environments: Automatically delivering the right data to target
environments at a pace that matches or exceeds teams’ ability to deliver infrastructure,
software builds, or other key SDLC elements.
• Refreshing data environments: Frequently updating deployed dev/test environments with
fresh data so that they reflect the current state of the production environment.
• Data environment tear-down: Quickly tearing down environments and relinquishing
resources, enabling teams to move towards cost-efficient development models that
leverage ephemeral testing environments.
Beyond speed and repeatability of data environment provisioning, several other dimensions
warrant consideration when solving for data in CI/CD. In particular, any data solution needs
to meet modern DevOps practices’ demands for self-service and scalability, and align with a
bias towards cloud and API-first automation.
• Developer self-service: Access and control data environments without repeated
administrative interventions. This is particularly applicable for early stage testing for the
personal environments of individual developers.
• Heterogeneous data source support: Connect to and deliver data across a diverse set of
data sources including SQL, NoSQL, cloud-native, and file systems.
• Flexible deployment: Work in on-prem environments as well as in public, private, or hybrid
cloud architectures.
• API integration layer: Robust set of APIs for integration with common DevOps tools for CI,
configuration management, automated testing, etc.
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A Platform-Based Approach to Data Provisioning
Satisfying this set of requirements calls for technologies that are, at once, purpose-built
for rapid data environment provisioning while also flexible enough to operate in a variety
of settings. Platform-based solutions that support diverse data sources, easily integrate
with other tools via APIs, and offer the cluster of critical functions for fast, automated data
delivery are particularly well suited to address the needs of modern development teams.
They represent an essential component for organizations looking to build a comprehensive
toolchain that supports a complete set of DevOps workflows.
With such a solution in place, DevOps teams are positioned to deliver data at the same pace
and with the same automation as virtual machines are configured or as cloud infrastructure
is made available. They can provision complete application environments—including a full
copy of production data—in a single motion and in just minutes. Moreover, this capability can
be easily integrated with the tooling and workflows already used in modern CI/CD pipelines.
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FIGURE 5 Integrating a data provisioning platform into CI/CD workflows
1. Developer pushes changes to source/version-control system
2. CI tool executes Infrastructure as Code plan to deploy/configure the right
resources, and orchestrates code deployment
3. Data platform provisions test data to environments
4. Database release automation tool applies any needed schema changes
5. Automated testing suite executes testing and code promotion

Technology Overview: The Delphix DataOps Platform
The Delphix DataOps Platform provides a robust platform for provisioning data in SDLC
pipelines, combining virtualization (for efficient data storage and delivery) with data
masking (for risk mitigation and compliance), and supporting API-driven automation across
heterogeneous clouds and data sources.
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FIGURE 6 The Delphix DataOps Platform connects to data sources and automatically provisions secure data environments

Delphix non-disruptively synchronizes with data sources and maintains a continuous history
of changes over time. Compression and intelligent block sharing enable Delphix to provision
virtual data copies that correspond to any point within that history while optimizing physical
storage: multiple virtual data copies can be supported through a fraction of the storage that
would otherwise be required for dedicated physical copies.
SECURE, SELF-SERVICE DATA ACCESS AND CONTROL
Virtual copies are fully readable/writable and can be created automatically in minutes,
allowing DevOps teams to bypass slow, manual processes for delivering data. Once virtual
data copies are provisioned, Delphix gives teams powerful controls to manipulate them:
• Refresh: Update a virtual copy to reflect the latest state of the data source, including a
production data source.
• Bookmark: Create a save point in the timeline of a virtual data copy in case its state needs
to be shared or restored.
• Rewind: Revert a virtual data copy to a bookmark or an arbitrary, past point in time.
• Branch: Create a child copy of any given virtual database.
• Share: Allow other developers to import a specific bookmark into their own environment.
In addition, Delphix integrates data masking with data virtualization to ensure that sensitive
information is protected in dev/test environments. The platform identifies sensitive data in
data sources, determines recommended de-identification algorithms, masks the sensitive
data, and creates an auditable data privacy history. Delphix masking algorithms produce
realistic (but irreversible) values with referential integrity across disparate sources that
preserve application behavior.
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DEPLOYMENT FLEXIBILITY AND FASTER DATA DELIVERY ACROSS MULTIPLE USE CASES
Delphix fills a critical gap in DevOps teams’ CI/CD toolchain with automated provisioning of highquality, fit-for-purpose test data: It can deliver complete, masked copies of production databases,
subsets, or synthetic data in minutes. Delphix provisions the right test data to application
environments in CI/CD pipelines, and can continually refresh that data to ensure that its quality
is upheld. Moreover, teams can provision and manipulate virtual data copies via API, CLI, or UI,
paving the way for flexible adoption models that can optimize and extend traditional pipelines.
Data deployment as code

Delphix provides frameworks to precisely define the data environments used in different stages
of a CI/CD pipeline using configuration code. Following a “Given → When → Then” convention,
DevOps teams can customize how a data environment should be deployed at a particular stage
by creating events, then associating API-driven actions with each of those events. For example,
teams could specify that new builds should trigger a rewind to yesterday’s data for a system testing
environment and a full refresh from production for UAT environments.
Synchronization of data across sources and pipelines

The Delphix platform can connect to multiple, heterogeneous data sources then provision
a grouping of database copies that correspond to the same point in time. This capability is
particularly valuable for composite applications that are comprised of multiple modules or
microservices, each associated with their own data sources or perhaps even their own pipelines.
The ability to provision a synchronized group of data copies—and then bookmark, rewind,
or restore them as a single atomic unit—facilitates fast and accurate integration testing.

FIGURE 7 Delphix connects to multiple, heterogeneous sources and provisions data copies synchronized to the
same point in time

Self-service data for personal development environments

Delphix can serve as the foundation for data delivery in a centralized CI pipeline, but it can
also provision data to the personal environments of development teams. Virtual data copies
consume a fraction of the infrastructure of physical copies, making it feasible to adopt
development models in which every developer has their own copy of production data.
Instead of limiting developers to testing against small amounts of dummy data, developers
have the flexibility to run tests against full data copies earlier in the development process.
In addition, developers have the ability to refresh, branch, or share their data copies without
administrative support so they can collaborate to develop code quickly.
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FIGURE 8 Delphix supports data provisioning to developers’ environments early in the SDLC

Fast provisioning of data environments for production support

In situations where businesses experience application downtime or discover defects in
production, Delphix gives teams the ability to quickly spin up ad hoc environments for
production support purposes. Since Delphix keeps a granular history of data changes for the
sources it connects with, it can easily deliver a point-in-time copy of a production database
that reflects an application’s “last known good state.” This capability gives troubleshooters a
sandbox to recreate errors, test patches, or to restore lost data back to production, helping
businesses quickly recover from errors and avoid costly outages.

Conclusion
The growing acceptance of the DevOps philosophy and a maturing ecosystem of associated
tools has great potential to revolutionize software development, replacing outdated models
with collaborative teams and automated processes. Platform-based solutions for moving and
securing data will be a key component of this revolution. By bringing speed and automation
to data, teams can create a complete approach to DevOps that orchestrates every key SDLC
element, and delivers application-driven innovation faster than before.
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